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PROCEEDINGS RESUMED ON 22 OCTOBER 2004
APPEARANCES AS BEFORE
STEPHANUS JOHANNES ROELOF VAN DER WALT (under former
oath)
MR DOWNER Thank you, M'Lord. M'Lord, may I just confirm for the

5

purpose of the record that we're starting late because there was some
problem, security problem and, M'Lord, we're starting now as early as
e can.
SQUIRES J Yes, thank you, Mr Downer.
CONTINUATION

OF

EXAMINATION

BY

MR

DOWNER

10

Mr Van der Walt, we were at page 69 of your report, Exhibit G.
Sorry, a t page 68, Exhibit G.

We finished the investment in

Thomsons-CSF and w e were going on t o the investment in Prodiba.
Could we begin there?

---

That's correct, M'Lord.

Paragraph

9.3.8.1, Thomson-CSF Holding, page 68 -

15

" A directors and shareholders meeting was held on 22
November 1996 in Pretoria.

A t this meeting Moynot

represented Thomson-CSF France and Gestilac SA and
Shaik represented Nkobi Investments. Moynot noted that
Thomson-CSF Holding was going t o represent the
Idmatics interest in a contract with the SA Government
for the production of their driver's licence documents".
M'Lord, those were the three shareholders at'the time. It was Nkobi
Investments and then Thomson-CSF France and Gestilac and their
representatives were Mr Moynot and Mr Shaik.
SQUIRES J

[Indistinct] ... what is Idmatics?

--- M'Lord, this was

20
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one of the parties that originally signed the Consortium Agreement for
the SA driver's licence contract, and M'Lord will remember that I
yesterday referred to, when I dealt with ldmatics in the report - and I
find t h a t it's page 49 of the report, I indicated that ldmatics who
originally intended holding 24,5 percent of the contract, that that was

5

the French leg of Prodiba.
Oh, I had forgotten t

.

Yes, thank you for reminding me.

Yes.

0

MR DOWNER M'Lord, for the record, I'm reminded by my junior that
apparently ldmatics is pronounced " I-D-matics".
SQUIRES J

10

It is what?

MR DOWNER

"I-D-matics", for the - anyway it's I-D-matics.
Is it spelt as it is there in the paragraph 9.3.8.1?

SQUIRES J

---

Yes, M'Lord.
MR DOWNER

Yes.

15

SQUIRES J And it was a company, you say? --- To the best of my

0

knowledge, yes, M'Lord.
Thank you. Yes, thank you.
MR DOWNER

Now could w e look a t the exhibit, Mr Van der Walt,

which begins a t 020050. It's in the 2 series of Exhibit M, it's filed in

3(?).

i

SQUIRES J

Sorry, Mr Downer, we'll have to start

SQUIRES J

Thank you.

MR DOWNER
SQUIRES J

It's Exhibit M.3, page 020050.

02?

...[intervention]

20
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0050, at the bottom, M'Lord.

M'Lord, the

exhibits starts on 020048, that's the start of the minutes.
SQUIRES J Yes, thank you, I've got that.

MR DOWNER

So that the date is obvious from page 1 of the

minutes, which is 48, as you point out? --- That's correct, M'Lord.

I

Africa for the p duction of t

new South African

5

~~~

~~~

L)
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Li

Driver's Licence documents, which was accepted".
SQUIRES J

Yes, thank you. And just bear with me. IDmatics was

another entity which had an interest in this contract?
M'Lord, not in this

--- Yes,

- initially there was a Consortium Agreement that

was drafted between the three parties.
Which three?

--- And the Consortium Agreement was t o -

revolved around the issue of putting together a tender, a joint tender
and then once the tender was successful, it was then decided that the

- a company will be established in which this contract will be hosted.

IJ)

I see.

--- Now one of the original Consortium Agreement

parties was IDmatics.
I see. And did they fall out of the picture after that? --- They
were replaced but it also, to the best of my knowledge, formed part
of the Thornsons' group and it was, as in the case with - where Nkobi
Holdings was a party to the Consortium Agreement, was eventually
replaced by Kobitech as the party holding the shares in Prodiba.
~

0

Yes, thank you. Yes, go on, please.
MR DOWNER
page 68.

Thank you. So you were going on t o the bottom of

---

"Moynot

also

noted

that

SA

Government

had

conditionally accepted the tender by the company and its
partners. This was unanimously accepted. During the
same meeting Shaik queried whether the criteria for

~

entering into contracts and the involvement in business
ventures had been defined. Moynot responded by stating
that the criteria had still to be decided by the Board, but

25

Y
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L

there would be a 40 to 50 percent shareholding by the
company in UEC via ADS. Shake then replied that the
establishment of criteria is of major importance and since
Nkobi had led the acquisition of UEC, that they had t o be
kept informed a t all times and be consulted p
approach to ADS.

5

It is unclear how Nkobi led the

acquisition of UEC".
SQUIRES J Well, what is UEC? --- M'Lord, it was a company - UEC
is not dealt with in detail in this report, but UEC was a company
which, I believe, was acquired by the Thomson Group. It didn't really

IO

feature in the rest of the report and it didn't really feature t o the best
of my knowledge in the balance of the report as UEC, because there's
another company called Plessey that was also mentioned and ATE
was also mentioned, but none of those companies really featured.
And this all appeared from this minute, did it? --- Excuse me?

15

Excuse me, M'Lord?
Does this all appear from this minute? --- It appears from this
minute, yes, M'Lord.
MR DOWNER Would you just show the Court where it is, at 0052.
In fact it begins at 0051. Is that correct? The bo

m of 0051? ---

20

Yes, M'Lord, Exhibit 020051,paragraph 8.I and then paragraph 8.2.I

under the to pic Corporate 0perat io ns

'I.

SQUIRES J Yes? --"The criteria for entry into contracts and involvement in
business ventures, had been defined. The company has
an overall business plan for its operations in South and

25
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Southern Africa, active marketing and market research
are being conducted by the company".
And then paragraph 8.2.5 - 02005(?), the criteria for "Mr Moynot respondent that the criteria for business
contracts involved had still t o be decided by the Board,

5

but there would be a 40 to 5 0 percent shareholding by
the company in UEC via ADS".

t see. And the company there is Thomson-CSF (Pty) Limited,
is it?

--- Yes - yes, M'Lord, that's correct. M'Lord, I just noted, I

was a bit confused by all the U's and the A's and T's. UEC is one of

10

the companies that eventually formed part of the Consortium that was
involved in the arms deal.
Yes, thank you.

--- But it will be dealt with later on.

Thank you.

MR DOWNER But what is of importance, is it not, is that there was

15

an indication in 1996, that there was to be co-operation or business
ventures with ADS? --- That's correct, M'Lord, and the criteria was
established at the time.

And then, M'Lord, if I can also refer to

paragraph 8.2.9 on 020052, where it was stated that "The establishment of criteria for the company contracts

if of major importance and t h

20

Mr Shaik stated that since

Nkobi led the acquisition of UEC, they must be kept
informed at all times and be consulted prior to any
approach t o ADS to which Mr Moynot agreed".
And then, M'Lord, on page 020053, the second paragraph - this will
also be evident later on when I deal with the arms deal and it will also

25

0
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be dealt with, it says that "Shaik restated t h a t the company must have a definite
strategy that is presently too stretched and that
furthermore, having only one man permanently in South
Africa was totally insufficient. He pointed that Nkobi has

5

a strategic interest in the defence industry, but does have
an exclusive contract with Thomson-CSF and t h a t it is
essential t o beef up the local Thomson-CSF. Nkobi will
have t o take stock of the position and reconsider its

(I)

invo Iv eme nt " .

10

And what was the strategic interest in the defence industry that
Nkobi had at that stage in 19967 --- M'Lord, in 1996, to the best of
my knowledge, the Nkobi Group of Companies was a fairly basic
group of companies with a limited number of investments. A t that
stage I did not find any evidence of a direct interest in any defence

15

industry related companies. There were talks and that will be evident

a

from the section t h a t follows in this report. There were talks with
other entities, especially also in Malaysia and interest were mentioned
at the time, but at that stage it's not clear what interests are referred
to, unless it was an informal interest that was held.
SQUIRES J Yes.

MR DOWNER

20
r.

Thank you, you

...[intervention] ---

And it is

...[intervention]

... sorry. --- ... the

way 1 read this minute, it says that he

pointed out that Nkobi has a strategic interest in the defence industry.
e way I read it, it can be read as just a loose statement, or it can be

25

.
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read as an interest where it was a real investment in a company in the
defence industry, but I certainly found no evidence of that at that

SQUIRES J

d his was in November ’ 6?

,

--- That’s correct,
5

M‘Lord.
Yes.

MR DOWNER

In fact you haven‘t yet completed the paragraph on

page 69, Is that so? --- Yes,

’Lord. I think 1’11 restart again at the

top of the page “During the same meeting, Shaik queried whether the

10

criteria for entering into contracts and involvement in
business had been defined. Moynot responded by stating
that the criteria had still to be decided by the Board, but
there would be a 40 t o 50 percent shareholding by the
company in UEC via ADS. Shaik then replied that the

15

establishment of criteria is of major importance and that
since Nkobi had led the acquisition of UEC, they had to
be kept informed at all times and be consulted prior to
any approach t o ADS. It is unclear how Nkobi led the
acquisition of UEC. We could not confirm the above.

20

However, Thomson-CSF Holding was issued 33.33
percent of the issued share capital in Prodiba”.
M’Lord, and this is now replacing IDmatics that was originally the
party of the Consortium Agreement.
SQUIRES J

I see. Are you able to just tell me, Mr Van der Walt,

what would be the criteria for entering the contract? What sort of

25

.
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factors? Does that emerge from your investigation?

--- M’Lord, it

would - from my experience and from what I read in the manner in
which the rest of the contracts were dealt with, I can certainly provide
a summary of my views a t the moment. It would also be evident from

*

evident from the paragraphs that follow that one of the major points

10

of discussion in setting up the transactions was the percentage
shareholding. And then also the work share that would emanate from
the contract, because one will receive a contract and then that

contract will obviously be delivered by parties within the joint venture
or external parties and there i

scussion on that topic,

15

the work share or the allocation of work share.
Do you mean the contribution each will make? --- No, M’Lord,

0

contribution is one of the points I will raise, but work share, in other
words

...[intervention]
How you

...[intervention] --- .. a contract

or the contract is

20

worth 400 million rands. Now the services need to be rendered or the
goods have to be delivered t o deliver the contract.

That can be

divided up t o external contractors, or parties forming
agreement.

I see. --- And this work share allocation may be a criteria as
well.

25
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And then also the involvement in terms

directorships and then also the contribution by the shareholders and
how the contributions will be financed.
Yes. --- Those are, in summary, it's major criteria that I would
view as what's being referred to here.

5

Yes. Thank you.
Thank you. Anything else? I think that deals with

WNER

that point, Could w e get on to the next paragraph, Thomson-CSF,

e

---

paragraph 9.4.
SharehoIding

Paragraph 9.4, Thomson-CSF.

9.4.1,
10

'I.

"The company was incorporated on 16 July 1996 with
an authorised share capital of 100 ordinary shares at a
nominal value of R1,OO per share. The main business of
the company was t o enter into joint ventures with
Southern African entities in order t o promote the

15

businesses of the t w o shareholders, i.e. Thomson-CSF

m

Holding and Nkobi Investments.
On 17 July 1996 a shareholders' agreement was signed
between

Thomson-CSF

Investments

..

Holding

and

Nkobi
20

.I1

agreement ends on 020096.
MR DOWNER

Now we come to learn of t w o shareholders'

agreements, is that correct? This is the shareholders' agreement
between Thomson-CSF (Pty) Limited and Holdings and Nkobi
Investments?

--- Yes,

and then there was

25
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another shareholders' agreement, which is contained in 0 2 0 1 0 3 to
0 2 1 - ag, 020145, which is a shareholders' agreement between
Thomson-CSF Holding, Thomson-CSF France, Nkobi Investment and
Gestilac.
SQUIRES J

Yes, give me that reference to the second one again,

please, Mr Van der Walt.

5

--- The first one, M'Lord, is 0 2 0 0 5 6

...[intervention]
Yes, I've got that one. --- And then the second one is 0 2 0 1 03

0

to 020145.
Yes, thank you.

--- I continue in the report, after foot-note

10

291.
"On 1 August 1996 70 shares were issued to ThomsonCSF Holding and 30 shares t o Nkobi Investments. The
first shareholders' meeting was held on 27 May 1996.
It was confirmed that the company had not yet been

incorporated. It was resolved that Thomson-CSF Holding

0

would take up 7 0 shares, which is 70 percent, and Nkobi
Investments 30 shares, 30 percent. On 1 6
MR DOWNER

...'I.

Mr Van der Walt, 1'11 just stop you there. If w e could

15
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I

"Holding wishes to expand its activities in joint ventures

with South African partners through the company t o
exploit

Thomsons

and

its

partners,

Technology

Products " .
And then paragraph 3.3 -

5

"In addition to the objectives set out in paragraph 3.2,
the

partners

accept

that

their

support

for

the

reconstruction and development programme of the

*

Government of the Republic of South Africa, would
probably be best promoted by a creation of entities

10

probably in the form of companies registered in terms of
Section 21 of the Act and/or trust t o promote such
endeav o urs

'I.

M'Lord, I don't think I have to remind the Court what a Section 21 is.
It is a company set up with its main purpose not to make any profits

15

and it looks like that was the intention at that stage in terms of the

e

contribution of the RDP.

MR DOWNER And if you look a t the definition clauses at paragraph
2.1.3, that's on page 0060, the company there is Thomson-CSF (Pty)
Limited.

--- That's correct, M'Lord.

20

So - yes, with its address in Lynnwood, Pretoria. And so if one
looks at 3.2 again, that means that Holdings indicated that it wished
t o expand its activities in joint ventures with South African partners
through Thomson (Pty) Limited, being the company?

--- That's

correct, M'Lord.
Yes.

And essentially, this agreement is a shareholders'

25
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agreement, it sets out the shareholding of between Nkobi Holdings
and Thompson-CSF (Pty) Limited?

---

Yes, M’Lord, the way I

understand the agreements, it sets out the agreement between the
shareholders as t o the manner in which business will be conducted,
how shareholding will be split and the company will be run from an

5

operational point of view, or a government’s point of view.
And if one looks at paragraph 4.3, one sees there that the issue
of initial shares are regulated and that’s on page 0065?

*

--- Yes,

which is 7 0 percent, 30 percent.
M’Lord, that’s indicated as 70/30,
7 0 percent to Holding and 30 percent to Nkobi.

10

And these are the shares in the company in other words in (Pty)
Limited? --- That’s correct, M’Lord.
Thomson-CSF (Pty) Limited.
SQUIRES J

Mr Van der Walt, did the RDP programme require

companies taking part in it t o be Section 21 companies? --- M‘Lord,

15

not t o the best of my knowledge. Any company that wants to form
part of the RDP programme, obviously it‘s a novel idea and obviously

I)

there are a lot of trusts that are set up specifically for this purpose.
Yes. --- But it’s not a requirement.
But it‘s hardly the best medium t o make a profit from your

20

commercial ventures, is it? --- Yes, ja. Yes, M’Lord, but I think just
was just included as one of the objectives of the company.
Yes, thank you. Yes, go
- on, please.

MR DOWNER

Right.

Could w e just then have a look at your

addendum
exhibit
there.
3.3
that’s at
_.-. _.- . . -. -.. . . and
-.. . -. the
-. . - . ..
. - - of the addendum.
- r

page 2. Oh, yes, that’s Exhibit H

~

~

And as I think you already

25
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put on record a t the top of page 3 of Exhibit H, the addendum.
That's correct, M'Lord.

---

This actually belongs to the heading under

Thomson-CSF Holding, that Nkobi Investments and Gestilac signed
shareholder's agreement on 2 2 May 1996.

M'Lord, this should

actually form part of the Thomson-CSF Holding section.

5

Which we've already been through, is that correct? --- Which
we've been through, yes, M'Lord.
Yes, right. So now I just wish to deal with at the same time
with the t w o shareholders' agreement

I)

So one had the first

shareholders' agreement, which was the 17th of July 1996 - sorry,

10

that was the second one, the one we've dealt with, 17 July '96? --That's correct.
Correct.

So the first shareholders' agreement is the one

referred to in the addendum and that is a t the top of page 3 of the
addendum, and that is that exhibit number, as you've indicated,

15

0201 03 and onwards,

*

SQUIRES J Yes, Mr Downer, you've left me- well behind, I'm afraid.
What are you talking about?

agreement, which is the one dealt with first by Mr Van der Walt.

20

That's the 17th of July '96 one, we've looked at that.
SQUIRES J

looked at, a t 5 2 and following.
MR DOWNER

--- M'Lord, that was the one w e

What page is that?

Ja.

--

--- M'Lord, at 020556(?), M'Lord.

M'Lord, can I just maybe

0 5 6 ...[intervention] ---

...[intervention1

... clarify, that this is the shareholders'

agreement of Thomson-CSF, that's

e way I read it; and the second

25
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one that’s being referred to is in Holdings.
The first one regulates the shareholdings in Thomson (Pty)
Limited? --- That‘s c
Right.
SQUIRES J Just a minute.
and that‘s the sh

ve got my finger on this part, 020056,

5

holders’ agreement between Thomson (Pty)

Limited and Thomson Holding Southern Africa and Nkobi Investments?

MR DOWNER

e

SQUIRES J

Correct, M’Lord.

Right. So which is the other one?

MR DOWNER

M’Lord, that is the one referred to in the addendum

and t h a t is 0103, s it’s

...[intervention] ---

10

Well, 0201 03.

0 2 0 103. That’s the last document in the 02 sequence. Exhibit

M.3. That’s 40 pages long, M‘Lord. That‘s 020103.
SQUIRES J

Yes.

MR DOWNER
SQUIRES J

15

That has another company, Gestilac?

MR-DOWNER

II)

In M.3.

That is indeed correct, M‘Lord. --- But, M’Lord, not

t o confuse the t w o agreements.

The first

e is a shareholders’

agreement in Thomson-CSF and the second one is the shareholders’

20

agreement in Thomson-CSF Holding.
SOlJlRFS . I

And Thnmson-CSF France?

---

No. M‘Lord. Thomson-

CSF Holding, which is also the South African company.
Well, the document that I have, has Thomson-CSF Holding,
Thomson-CSF France, Nkobi Investments and Gestilac.
MR DOWNER

M’Lord, those are the parties t o the agreement.

SQUIRES J Yes.

25

MR DOWNER

I'm indebted t o my learned friend, M'Lord. So once

again - ja, this is essentially the second agreement which we're
referring to now, which is the agreement on 2 2 May 1996 in

15

Holdings, the shareholding in Holdings and that regulates what the

0

shareholding is t o be in Holdings? --- Inter alia, M'Lord.
Inter alia, yes.

---

And that's the shareholding there as

indicated on 0201 12.
And one sees the same background described a t paragraph 3.2
and 3.3 a t page 0201 11, Is that correct?

20

l

--- That's correct, M'Lord.

I

So Thomsons wished t o do business or t o expand its business

in joint ventures with South African partners through the company, as
defined, t o exploit Thomson-CSF and it's partners, Technology and
Products. --- That's correct, M'Lord.
SQUIRES J

!

At what page is this, Mr Downer?

I

25
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M'Lord, 0201 11, paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3.

It's

essentially the same as in the previous contract, M'Lord.
SQUIRES J Yes. Well, what point do you make of it?
MR DOWNER M'Lord, I just wish to put - to acquaint Your Lordship
with this witness' evidence

hat these t w o contracts essentially

5

arranged the shareholding in Holdings and in (Pty) Limited, th
Thomson companies and also indicated that Thomson wished t o do
business through local South African partners. It's important for the

cc

story, M'Lord.
SQUIRES J Yes, well

...[incomplete].

10

MR DOWNER Thank you. You've now finished with page 69. Could
you now refer us t o the top of page 70? ---

"On 1 6 September I 9 9 9 the authorised share capital was
increased by a further 2 9 876 ordinar shares at R1 000
per share.

22 4 1 2 of these shares were issued to

15

Thomson-CSF Holding and 7 4 6 4 shares were issued to

Q

Nkobi Investments on 29 Septembe

1999, which

resulted in a decrease in the shareholding of Nkobi
Investments in Thomson-CSF from 30 percent to
25 percent and increased the shareholding of Thomson-

20

CSF Holding to 7 5 percent. The shareholding of Nkobi
Investments

as

well

as

Thomson-CSF

remained

unchanged in the subsequent period covered by this
report".
Paragraph 9.4.2, "Public Offi

s and Auditors".

"Moynot was the public officer of Thomson-CSF since

25

~

~~

I
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incorporation until 1 April 1998 after which Thktard was
appointed. Arthur Anderson

s appointed as external

auditor on 1 6 July 1996 and resigned on 27 August

2003, after which Mazars Incorporated was appointed".
9.3 - "Directors" "Shaik and Triegaardt were appointed as direct
Thomson-CSF on 1 6 July 1996. Triegaardt resigned on
25 August I 9 9 7 and Gama was appointed as a director

0.

on 25 August 1997".

M'Lord, I will update the Court on the directors of the French directors
as well, when they were appointed.

I note that this paragraph

excludes the French directors at this stage. Paragraph 9.4.4, "Change
of Name".
"The company changed its name to THINT on 1 9 August
2003".
Thank you, Mr Van der Walt.

I)

Now that deals with the

structures of the Thomson and Nkobi groups, and we're now going to
go on t o a new section of your report, and that is the projects. Could
you begin at the top of page 7 1 of Exhibit G - sorry, you were
referring us to Exhibit - ja, Exhibit G - ja, to Exhibit K, is that correct?

20

That's the 03(?)file. That's a long file, where the Thomson Group is
summarised in pictures. You're going t o refer us to annexure D.1, is
that correct?

---

M'Lord, there's annexure K - ag, Exhibit K,

annexure B.3.
B.3
SQUIRES J

25
You don't want those sniffer dogs back, Mr Downer.
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You must be careful what bangs you make.

MR DOWNER
SQUIRES J

I apologise, M‘Lord. --- M‘Lord

B.3?

...[intervention]

--- Yes, M’Lord, annexure B.3.

If w e can look at Thomson-CSF on the right-hand

5

side.
Yes?

--- Well, this schedule indicates all the directors of the

entities relevant to the - or relative t o the charge sheet. I was asked
by the prosecuting team t o prepare this chart, indicating all the

0

directors of the entities and persons and the directorships in relation
t o the charge sheet. And M’Lord will note Thomson-CSF, paragraph

9.4.3 only reflects Shaik and Triegaardt as t o t w o directors.

10

The

other directors are evident from annexure B.3 and if w e can start off
from the bottom left-hand one, JC Bujol was appointed on 17 or
1 6 July 1996 and resigned on 9 June 1998;

and then also

...[intervention]

15

MR DOWNER 6th of September, sorry. --- Oh, 6th of - no, M’Lord,

@

I think the dates are the other way around

...[intervention]

[Indistinct - speaking simultaneously] ... thank you. --- It’s 9th
of June 1998; and then on 30 January 2002 HME Boucharlat was

appointed and then on 9 June 1998, DM Defarges was appointed and
he resigned on 6 January 2002;

20

and YL de Jomaron, YLR de

Jomaron, was appointed on 30 January 2002; and then Thktard was
appointed on I April 1998 and he resigned on 1 June 2002; and then
BCP de Bollardiere was appointed on 1 6 July ‘96 and he resigned on
1 June 2002; MRM Denis was appointed on 1 August 1996 and he
resigned on 1 June 2002; and then on 23 May 2002, RC Gourjon

25
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was appointed and is still a director, to the best of my knowledge;
and then Mr Triegaardt was appointed on 16 July 1996 and resigned
on 25 August 1997. Mr Shaik is still a director, appointed on 16 July
1996; and then Mr Gama was appointed on 25 August 1997 and
those are all the directors of Thomson-CSF and I would propose that

5

this be read with paragraph 9.4.3 t o provide the full update on the
directorship.
SQUIRES J Yes, thank you.

MR DOWNER So we speculated about Moynot yesterday, he doesn’t
feature here, so he was not a director?

--- That is correct, M’Lord.

As you said, he was the chief executive officer?

10

--- That’s

correct, M’Lord.
Then on ...[interv

tionl --- M’Lord, can I just complete also

then Exhibit K.
SQUIRES J

Yes.

--- Just to indicate the balance of th

15

because that‘s the - we are now a t the end of the structures of both

*

groups. Exhibit K, annexure C . l is a chart indicating the former and
current auditors of all of the entities in the Nkobi Group of Companies
and t h e related companies as well.
Yes. --- And then annexure C.2 is the time line of the auditors

20

and in order to read this annexure, M’Lord - apologies for the fine
print, that’s the only way I could present it - the 3rd line is the time
line of Desai Jadwat and the lines going down connecting to
horizontal lines, indicate the date at which the auditor was appointed
and which company it was, so for example, if w e go t o Desai Jadwat,

25
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Investments, appointed 1 6 June 1994, that’s what that connection
means. If w e go t o the next connection downwards, also again that
one connecting with Clegton Investments, which is the 5 t h line and
indicating that they were appointed on 29 June 1994. M’Lord, this
is just a, as I explained, a time line on the appointment of the auditors.

5

Is it necessary t o bear in mind who were the auditors at any one

time?

--- M’Lord, it’s just for completeness sake that I referred t o

this and in order t o understand the schedule, I don’t thin

e

necessary t o refer t o it again.
MR DOWNER M’Lord, the State, in Count 2, I will remind the Court,

10

will rely on some accounting entries as the basis of some of the
charge and some
SQUIRES J

the alternative charges.

Yes?

MR DOWNER

So it’s important t o note that if one looks at that

Exhibit C.l , there was a change of accountants at - in ’99.

15

SQUIRES J Yes.

a

MR DOWNER One will see that Desai Jadwat on the right-hand-side

of C . l resigned in respect of all of the companies.
SQUIRES J

Yes.

MR DOWNER

And David Strachan and Tayler on the left-hand side

20

replaced them as auditors.
SQUIRES J

Yes.

--- And then, M‘Lord, the following page in

Exhibit K is annexure D.1 and this relates t o the sections covered in
the report, paragraph 9.2 page 5 9 onwards. That’s the correct one,
M’Lord. It’s paragraph 9.2 page 5 9 onwards. And then, M‘Lord, the
next one, annexure 0.2 is paragraph 9.2.2.2, page 60, and this is the

25

involved in during the period covered by this report. It is
our intention to provide complete
"It is not our intention".

..."

---

"It is not our intention t o provide a complete account of

the facts relevant to each of the projects, as there may

15

be a number of documents that are not at our disposal.
However, we have attempted to deal with the projects
and/or ventures of Nkobi Group of Companies as far as
possible in order to understand, firstly, the content in
which the projects were considered
"Context".
'I...

20

...'I

---

context in which the projects were considered and

secondly, the financial implications of the projects which
included the revenues earned and expenses incurred".
Paragraph 10.1, "Advanced Technolog

and Engineering".

It was

referred to previously as ATE as well and for the rest of the report,

25

the Honourable Dato Sri Mohd Najid, was available to
meet with the ATE chairman and Shaik on 12 October
1994".
M'Lord, this point refers to 03006A.

MR DOWNER

M'Lord, if the Court could get the 03 series handy,

that's file M.4, Exhibit M.4. M'Lord, not all the exhibits have been

1)1

marked yet because of the delay this morning with the security
incident.

15

ANC is on the top part of the document, where M'Lord will note it
was addressed t o "Attention Mr Schabir Shaik" and below that,
"ANC".

15

SQUIRES J

0

Yes.

MR DOWNER Thank you. You were going to just go on t o the ATE?

--I

"ATE,

also

known as

anced Technology

and

Engineering is an aeronautical service provider, but
specialised in avionic solutions

20

...

Now, M'Lord, this I derived from the ATE marketing material, which
is evidence on 030007.

I don't think w e need to look at that.
'I...

---

and was allegedly established in 1 9 9 4 with a track

25

record as a leading player in the South African Avionics

L
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.

IO.1.2, "Visits to and Meetings with Malaysian

Representat ives

'I.

"We are in posseqsion of a letter ostensibly from Stofile,
in his capacity as a Treasurer General of the ANC".

5

M'Lord, this refers to 03008(?)to 030009. 030008 to 030009.
This once again is also a document found at Nkobi and there
seems to be a handwritten note a t the top of it, "File Renong"? ---

e

That's correct, M'Lord.
Would you continue.

--- M'Lord, this is another example of a

10

letter t h a t appears to have been created in - and placed in the files of
Nkobi. I don't know whether this letter was forwarded. M'Lord, it's
similar to the first letter that I referred to, the dividend letter, the letter
explaining that the ANC was receiving or confirming dividends and
expenses paid on his behalf, and this is another example of such a

15

letter.

a

SQUIRES J

Also unsigned?

---

Yes. --- The letter is dated 9 May I 9
is it on letterhead

It is addressed to the Executive Chairman, Dato

Halim Wirsaad of

nong Berard.

20

"In this letter Stofile indicates that h

would visit

Malaysia on 11 t

ay 1995 and that the purpose of

the visit would b

troduce himself as the Treasurer

General of the ANC, Mem

of Parliament and the Chief

Whip of the ANC in the House of the National Assembly.
He also indic

d that he had been briefed by Shaik

25
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regarding the activities of Renong in South and Southern
Africa and wished t o f

cquaint himself therewith. It
ly understand the investment

requirements and how best he, Stofile, could assist in the
5

Renong region. In a draft letter a host of meetings were
requested with, inter alia, the Prime Minister of Malaysia

e

and the Minister of Defence of Mala

a. A further letter,

which is not dated, signed, nor pla

on a letterhead, is

addressed t o Zuma, but printed with the same font style

10

as the previous letter".
And this, M'Lord, this letter is contained in 030010t o 03001 I.
Yes.

---

I will refer t o the letter after completing the

paragraph, M'Lord.
Yes. --"It is drafted in the name of Makhtar.

However it

15

appears as if Makhtar was an Executive Director of one

a

of the entities forming part of Renong. In this letter Zuma
is informed that the group led by the Executive Chairman,
Dato Samsudin(?)Abu Hassan was particularly interested
in the Point Development Project, the proposed New
International Airport at La Mercy and hot

2

ites, 'having

the distinct advantage of acquiring a casino and gambling
licence'.

It is stated that Shaik and the late Treasurer

General, Thomas Nkobi, were both helpful and supportive
of their presumably t o the Renong investment drive in
South Africa".

25
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And, M'Lord, if w e can refer to the exhibit, 030010. As evident, it is
addressed to Mr Jacob Zuma, at that stage Minister of Economics and
Tourism.
Yes. --- And then the points that I made are contained in this

5

letter.
"The purpose of this letter was to invite the new
Treasurer General, presumably t o be Stofile, Shaik and
Zuma to Malaysia in order to explore meaningful
investment and mutually beneficial opportunities in
KwaZulu-Natal

..."

10

and t h a t - there's a quote, M'Lord.
Yes. --"A person by the name of Brandt(?) Visagie was
mentioned as the individual responsible for arranging the
visit

15

...I'

and that's on page 0 3 0 0 1 1.

a

'I...

The incomplete nature of the letter indicates that it is

possible that it might not have been sent.

Indications

are, however, that the intended visit did take place
because on 8 August 1995, Shaik wrote to the South
African High Commissioner in Malaysia,

20

Ms M Mohale to

thank her, 'for the assistance and guidance during the
trip with Zuma'".
And, M'Lord, this refers to 03001 2 to 030014.

MR DOWNER

Once again that appears t o be the same font?

Yes, that is correct, M'Lord.

---

25
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As the previous letter? --- That is correct, M'Lord.
Two letters. --- And M'Lord will note in the first paragraph in

030012, this letter is dated 8 August 1995, addressed t o the South
African High Commissioner and it's indicated t o

-

it addressed t o

Ms Mohale.

5

"Firstly, let me thank you for all your assistance and
guidance during my trip with Com

..."

I believe Comrade Zuma "

e

... last month, n o w being in Malaysia assures companies

like ourselves are being represented where it matters".

10

SQUIRES J Is this the same font as the other ietters you referred to?
--- M'Lord, I'm not a disputed document specialist or an expert in that
area, but if one compares the t w o letters, especially 0 3 0 0 1 0 t o
03001 1, it's definitely very similar, if not the same.

And then

...[intervention]

15

MR DOWNER If one looks at the format

0

well, apart from the font,

I mean, do you have any comment in that respect? The addressees,
the space left between the
similar.

...[incomplete]? ---

Yes, M'Lord, it's very

If one looks at, for example, the page

ber in both

instances are brought onto the same - in the same place on the pages,

20

the top part, page 2 at 03001 1 compared t o 03001 3, that looks very
similar.

Both letters are addressed, the font size appears t o be the

same and it's also both in bold.
And the page numbering at the bottom of each page seems t o
be the same? --- Yes, M'Lord, and if one looks at the - on 030010,

it says a t the bottom, "contin

25
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it‘s exactly the same.
As you’ve indicated, the 0 0 1 2 document is on a Nkobi
letterhead and a t 1 4 it appears to have been signed
Yes - yes, M’Lord, and both documents were also
searches.
Hm.

5

--- A t Nkobi Holdings. But, M‘Lord, if one looks a t the

nature of the t w o documents, the first document, 030(?)- 0102(?) 1 1(?), there appears to be or should have originated
from a different
-

e

source because it - it’s - it comes from a person that’s not part of the
Nkobi Group of Companies; and then the second one originates from

10

Nkobi.
Thank you. --- M’Lord, if I can just continue on page 03001 2,
just the second paragraph as

ell which is, I think, also important to

note.
“In following up some of our promises to the Malaysians

15

in terms of Black Business Empowerment and joint

0

ventures, I wish t o inform you, as an executive chairman
of Nkobi Holdings (Pty) Limited, that our company has
acquired major interest in terms of share ownerships in
defence related companies in South Africa.

To this

regard I understand that the Malaysians are very keen
obtaining

these

technologies

for

their

defence

capabilities, thus Nkobi Holdings is in a position to meet
and secure joint venture agreements with Malaysian

20

_

_

_

_
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nominated by either the Minister/Deputy Minister of
Defence or Finance Manager or

..."

D-a-i-m-z-a-i-n-n-u-d-d-i-n - excuse me, M'Lord, I cannot pronounce
that. M'Lord, at this very early stage, which is still a t the early stage
of the development of the Nkobi Group of Companies, I could not find

5

any evidence that were direct interest or interest as noted and I deal
with this point later on again, especially with the quote that "Our company has acquired major interest in terms of our

e

share ownerships in defence related companies in South

10

Africa " ,
And this point, M'Lord, continues on page 73 of my report.
SQUIRES J Yes. --- And 1'11 deal with this point again.
"Shaik informed Mohale that Nkobi Holdings 'has
acquired the major interest in share ownership in the
defence related companies in South Africa'. He has also

15

mentioned that he understood the Malaysians t o be 'very

m

keen in obtaining these technologies for their defence
capabilities'.

Shaik requested more meetings with

officials in the defence industry during August 1995. He
indicated that the Nkobi Group's Financial Director,

20

Thulani Mthethwa, would accompany him during the
planned visit.

He also indicated t h a t he heard from

Com J Z that Khumalo was in Malaysia a t the time of the
letter and that he, Khumalo, was meeting with Renong or
one of its subsidiaries.

2,5 percent sh

Thulani Mthethwa was a

holder and director of Nkobi Holdings a t

25

~
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*

that point in time. We could not confirm whether he was
indeed the financial director of the group, as alleged".

MR DOWNER

And just to place it in perspective, Mr Mzi Khumalo,

when you examined the Point Development Company, does he fit in

--- Yes, M'Lord, and the Point Development Company

there?

5

continues, in paragraph 10.2, page 77 onwards.
It will emerge that he was the chairman of the Point

Development Company?

e

--- That's correct, M'Lord.

SQUIRES J Yes.
MR DOWNER

Thank you. --- Paragraph 10.1.3

...[intervention]

10

Sorry, could w e just refer again to document 0 3 0 0 1 4, and look
at the second last paragraph.

--- Yes, M'Lord, that is a quote and I

can read it. Exhibit 03001 4 and I quote Incidentally I heard that Com JZ
SQUIRES J
'I...

m

...'I

"I heard from". ---

15

I heard from Com J Z that Mzi Khumalo is in Malaysia.

He is meeting with the Renong Group or one of its
subsidiaries.

I will provide you with a dossier of his

with the said Malaysians when w e meet".
MR DOWNER Thank you.

--- Paragraph 10.1.3, "Correspondence

20

with Defence in Malaysia".
"On 8 August 1995 Shaik wrote t o the Deputy Minister
of Defence in Malaysia.

In this letter he thanked the

Minister for having met with them. He also indicated in
the letter that Nkobi Holdings purchased majority shares
in South African companies involved in the following

25
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defence related technologies. Aeronautical engineering,
the control and design systems to fit into the Migs, Rooi
Valk Attack helicopter, missile guiding technologies,
etcetera. Naval defence systems command and control
systems

for

maritime

naval

ships,

simulations,

5

communications systems, radar, sonar and microwave
technologies and other defence related matters. A t that
point in time, the Nkobi Group of Companies comprised

e

a group of companies with very limited operations and
investments in a number of entities, most of which were
and are dormant.

10

It is for this reason that it can be

concluded that the contents of this letter, as addressed
t o the Deputy Minister of Defence i Malaysia, did not
accurately reflect the group’s then curre

position. We

are not able to confirm, nor determine or confirm a t any

15

point in time that any one of the Nkobi Group of

0

Companies was the majority shareholder i
panies that directly or indirectly had an interest
in the operations as described above.

However, on

6 August 1995, Shaik received a letter from Moynot,

20

indicating that Thomson-CSF had agreed t o let Nkobi take
up a share of 30 t o 35 percent in the company they were
going to get in South Africa, and that Thomson-CSF,
would be ready to consider that Malaysian investors also
take up a share

pany. The letter confirmed

saying that the company would

25
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with Altech/UEC, Plessey, Roytech(?) and ATE”.
Now, M’Lord, this letter - and we’ve dealt with it earlier on in my
evidence, this letter indicates that Thomsons had a
would take up a 30 t o 3 5 percent share in the company.
stage it was not acquired and that‘s the only evidence that I was able

5

t o obtain in a way t o substantiate wha
of Defence in Malaysia at the time,
Minister of Defence of Malaysia at the time, is that Nkobi Holdings

e

purchase majority shares in South African companies involved in the
defence related indust

and the majority, M’Lord, refers t o a

shareholding of at least

percent and if controlling, 5 1 percent, 5 1

10

percent plus.
SQUIRES J Yes.

MR DOWNER

Thank you. --- M’

refer t o the evidence or the docume

I relied on to make these

15

statements. I don‘t think w e need t o go through the letters at this
point in time.

MR DOWNER Perhaps if I could remark that the font and the form of
the letters appears t o be similar once again t o all the previous letters.

--- Yes, M’Lord, that’s correct. 0 3 0 0 1 6 and 03001 7 is also the same

20

and then, M‘Lord, the next letter, 030 1 8 and 030019 is also the
same and this is the next exhibit that I’m including in the report,
M‘Lord.
SQUIRES J

Yes. ---

“In a letter dated 29 August 1 9 9
Jean-Marc Piz

of ATE. Issues that were addressed in

25
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4

this letter were, inter alia, Plessey shares allocated to
Nkobi; dates for meetings in Kuala Lumpur that had been
set with the respective key decision-makers on the

1 1th

...'I

MR DOWNER

"...

"For". --- Oh -

5

for the 1 I t h which we assumed referred to

1 1 September 1995.

person by the name of 'Pierre',

managed to set up a meeting with Bill Venter for

a

5 August.

This date cannot be correct as the fax is

dated subsequent to the intended meeting, and a meeting

IO

with J Z was confirmed on 5 September 1995 at 18:OO".
M'Lord, again, this is contained in 03001 8 to 03001 9.
In this case the letter is unsigned? --- That is correct, M'Lord,
and it was also obtained during the Nkobi searches.
As the letter indicated, it's ostensibly in the name of Mr Shaik.
SQUIRES J

0

15

Yes.

MR DOWNER As it pleases the Court.

--- That is correct, M'Lord.

You're now on page 75, is that so? --- That's so, at page 74,
M'Lord, the last paragraph.

---

Okay, thank you.

20

"On 27 September 1995, Shaik wrote to ATE again. This
document that appears to be a fax was forwarded to
Jean-Marc Pizano

..

.I1

And it is exhibit 030020.
'I...

Reference is made to a meeting that would have
e a t 15:OO and that he, Shaik, intended

25
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focusing on the Point Development Project.

It was

indicated in this letter that the 'other projects' should be
dealt with at another meeting".
And, M'Lord, 030020, the second paragraphs starts of and say 5

"So far as the other projects are concerned, we will treat
those in a separate meeting at a future date".
And then again the first paragraphs says "With regards t o our meeting today at 3.00 pm, I would

a

focusing specifically on the Point Development Project".
And then -

10

"I have the relevant documentation with regard t o our
meeting

.

SQUIRES J Yes.

MR DOWNER

Thank you, Mr Van der Walt, we move on.

---

Paragraph I O . 1.4.

15

"A letter from Shaik addressed to ATE'S Jean-Marc

0

Pizano and dated 1 8 October 1995, indicates that the
structure of Nkobi Holdings was dis

ssed with ATE a t

that point in time. This structure also included Plessey
Telemat(?)South Africa Limited in respect of which Nkobi

20

Holdings were t o obtain 8 0 percent shareholding in the
new company t o be formed and styled Kobipol(?)".

MR VAN ZYL

With respect, M'Lord, I'm sorry to interrupt a t this

juncture, but this paragraph I O . 1.4 through, over the next page, to
the end of the second(?) paragraph of page 76, I fail t o see the
relevance of the facts set out there. It's all very interesting, but how

25

historical narrative.

0

MR VAN ZYL With respect, M'Lord, I'd just like to put my objection

10

t o this on record here.
SQUIRES J

Yes.

MR VAN ZYL On the basis that it's not relevant.
SQUIRES J Very well.
MR VAN ZYL As the Court pleases.

15

MR DOWNER Thank you, Mr Van der Walt.
SQUIRES J

e,

Do other opportunities help us at all, Mr Downer?

MRDOWNER
SQUIRES J

Ye
You want it. Yes, very well then.

Thank you,

M'Lord.
"Various projects were envisaged as options for the

20

Nkobi Group at that point in time. Of significance are the
notes contained under the heading, 'Kobipol'.

In the

notes it is stated that Shaik would continue influencing
the stoppage of

the

Commissioner of South Afri

rough Fivaz,

then

e Service Route and

that Jean-Marc Pizano would put in place the French

25
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interior Ministry Techno1

y experts for the intended

proposed Fivaz meeting.

It is(?) clear from the above

whether the event subsequently took place or not, that
various projects were considered at that point in time and
that Shaik had reason to believe that he could influence

5

tender procedures. From a fax dated 8 November 1995,

it is apparent that the Kobipol project involved the
handling of police technology equipment in South Africa.

e

A number of issues were mentioned in the letter date

7 February 1996. This letter again is addressed to Jean-

10

Marc Pizano and emanated from Shaik. The issues noted
were property acquisitions for selected government
tenants, IT new company, progress t o

...[indistinct] ... the

agreement in place. It was indicated that meetings with
certain ministries took place and that it was planned to

15

start up on 1 March 1996 'USA company'. We were not
able to identify the company mentioned in the context of
this letter. Facilities management. This is noted as with
IT company, but in turn with the UK based company.
Again we were not able to identify the co
and Thompsons

20

..."

spelt as T-h-o-m-p-s-o-n-s 'I...

agreement. We noted that an agreement was signed

in the week preceding the letter and that it involved
second phase acquisition of companies. It is clear from
the above that the ventures considered by ATE and Nkobi

25

-
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L

Holdings as dealt with in the report, did not materialise".
And, M'Lord, this is also evident from the documentation at my
disposal.

If the projects materialised, it would have hosted in

companies or in areas where I have not had sight of any of the -

5

realising these projects.
"This is confirmed in a tone of a letter that was
forwarded by Shaik t o Jean-Marc Pizano when Shaik
wished him well for the year ahead and confirmed that

e

very little was achieved during

996 between Nkobi

Holding and ATE. There is furthermore no evidence and

10

information at our disposal indicating that any of the
envisaged ventures realised. The further involvement of
Nkobi Holdings in the Point Development Project is
discussed in this report.

There are, however, no

indications that ATE was involved in any attempts t o

15

participate in this project".

e

M'Lord, paragraph IO.1.5 my, "Conclusion on ATE".
"The Nkobi Group positioned itself in the arms industry
from at least 1995 when Shaik and various individuals
visited Malaysia to inter alia meet with the Deputy
Ministry of

Defence of Malaysia.

20

Documentation

indicates that Zuma accompanied Shaik on a visit t o
Malaysia during July/August 1995. Shaik indicated in
August 1995 to the Deputy Minister of Defence of
Malaysia that the group purchased majority in South
African

companies

involved

in

defence

related

25
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technologies. This is not factually correct, as in 1995 the
Nkobi Group was still in its embryonic stage. However,
Thomson Group indicated at the same time that it agreed
for the Nkobi Group t o take up a share of 30 t o 35
percent in the company that they were going to set up in
South Africa.

5

The acquisition of the Nkobi Group in a

defence related entity styled ADS only occurred on

30 September 1999 when ADS was ac
Thomson-CSF. It was during this period on 2 6 October
1995 when Zuma received the first payment from Nkobi
I

10

Group or Shaik”.
Now that appears from your annexure H, is that

MR DOWNER

correct? --- That is correct, M’Lord, it’s annexure H as contained in
Exhibit L. This is the annexure which sets out all the payments made
15

t o or for the benefit of Mr Zuma.
SQUIRES J

0

Annexure?

MR DOWNER

H, M’Lord.

H, M’Lord.

SQUIRES J Which

MR DOWNER
SQUIRES J

---

...[intervention]?

Exhibit ...[interventi

]

--- L(?) - H.

Well, this is part of the schedule that was attached to

20

the indictment.

MR DOWNER
,

SQUIRES J

M’Lord?
This is the same list of payments that appears as a

schedule attached to the indictment?
MR DOWNER
SQUIRES J

Indeed, M’Lord, that is exactly the same schedule.

Yes.

25
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MR DOWNER Yes.
SQUIRES J As I remember, those are common cause, are they?
MR DOWNER

No, some of them are, M'Lord, yes.

SQUIRES J Yes, the first few though?

MR DOWNER Yes - ja, the first f e w are, ja.

5

SQUIRES J Yes.

MR DOWNER Ja.

--- Yes, M'Lord, the first item is item 1. It was

item 1, column A dated 2 5 October '95;

e

(b) the amount of 3 %

thousand rand from account unknown, paying account holder, Glegton
Investments made the payment; and then it was the payment made

10

t o KM Zuma, which I understand was the first payment that was
admitted to, M'Lord, and the support for that is in sequence 8 or

080001.
Ja. Anyway, it's not necessary t o look at that. Now could you
just summarise some - or give us some idea of the financial position

15

of Nkobi at this early stage in October 1995.

9

SQUIRES J

Just before you do.

M

owner, I haven't got

annexure 8, that I've come across yet.

MR DOWNER
SQUIRES J

Perhaps w e can assist the
Well - yes. Yes. I've found it now, thank you. Yes,

20

thank you.
Thank you, M'Lord.

MR DOWNER
you t o give us
SQUIRES J

...I i

Would you like t o take a short break now?

--- Yes,
25

M'Lord.
MR DOWNER

Mr Van der Walt, I was asking

Yes, M'Lord.

M'Lord, as I indicated earlier on, on page 76, that the Nkobi Group at

10

that stage was a t a very early stage of development and I termed it
embryonic stage and a t that stage, if one looks at the financial
statements of the group, it appears that very little operations took
place and that it was in the process of setting up the group as it is
today and that various projects we

considered at that point in time

15

t o get involved then and also talks with the French company.

*

SQUIRES J This was in late 19951 --- 1995, middle to late 1995,

M'Lord. And even if one looks at the very first letter that I refer to in
this section of the report, page 71, which is 030006A, that letter, it's
in Exhibit M.4.

20

Thank you. Yes, thank you, what's the number again, please?

--- 030006A.
Yes, thank you. --- M'Lord

note that this letter was even

addressed to Mr Schabir Shaik and below that "ANC", which is
another indication that at that stage I don't believe that it was even
intended that the involvement or t

rther involvement would be the

25
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Nkobi Group of Companies as is. It is also possible that that could
have happened and it's also at this stage, when w e dealt with the
handwritten notes of the intended structures of the group, that I
believe that those notes were generated.
Well, the 6th of October 1994 was even well before the
incorporation of Nkobi Holdings and Nkobi Investments.
correct, M'Lord.

5

--- That's

And then thereafter in 1995, when these - at the

conclusion of this section where I am at the moment, from the
documentation at my disposal, it appears that the group was at an
infant stage and that the operations were very limited, and whatever

10

financing was required, was in a way provided by Shaik through a
loan account with the company. In other words, he was a creditor to
the company, hence references at a later stage in my evidence on
Nkobi Group of Companies'

position,

where subordination of

agreements took place, or subordination of loans took place, in order

15

t o ensure a solvent position.

4D

Yes.

MR DOWNER

Thank you, Mr Van der Walt. Can w e get on t o the

Point Development Project and the Hilton International Hotel. M'Lord,
for the information of the Court, this one of the projects men

20

specifically in the preamble in the Summary of Facts and the
indictment.
SQUIRES J Yes. --- Page 77, paragraph 10.2, "Point Development
Project and Hilton International Hotel". 10.2.1, "Introduction".
"The Point Development was a project through which
attempts were made to build and establish a waterfront

25
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development in the harbour areas of Durban in KwaZuluNatal. Indications were that the project carried a value of
at least

1 0 0 million

rands.

This

project

never

materialised, but due to the timing of activities and
existence of the Nkobi Group and its involvement in the

5

eemed it relevant
t Renong is a large Malaysian group of

entities that owns several hotels in
properties for future development.

J,

South Africa as an opportunity for investment.

Two

10

projects were identified as potential areas for investment.
Those were the Hilton Hotel in Durban and the Point
Development in Durban".
M'Lord, this is by the Renong Group.
"Both projects were allegedly identified in the third

15

quarter of 1995. The Point Development was viewed as

e

a potential empowerment project as the
owned the land through Transnet, Portnet and the City of
Durban. All in ications are that this project was one of
the first projects in which the Nkobi Group was
interested.

20

This project was also considered as an

investment opportunity soon after incorporation of Nkobi
Holdings on 27 February 1995.

The invo

attempted involvement in the project from
Group point of view
Group and that Renong did not invite the

25

onwards. The purposes of these meetings varied, but
essentially revolved around the establishment of business

I)

relationships with Malaysians. High level South African

10

officials, including Zuma, accompanied representatives of
the Nkobi Group at various points in time. It is possible
that w e are not in possession of all the documentation
reflecting the details of the visits and that not all of the
visits and meetings were documented.

From a letter

15

1996 from Tung(?) Sri(?) Halim Sahad(?),

e

executive chairman of Renong Berard, it is apparent that
Shaik visited Renong during the time immediately prior t o
the letter. The letter is addressed t o Zuma. It is stated
that Shaik expressed his interest in the Point project and

20

requested a 49 percent shareholding with the balance
remaining with Renong. Zuma’s attention was drawn t o
the fact that as he is aware ‘Renong had earlier
committed t o Mr Mzi Khumalo t o offer the consortium led
by him under the name of Sec Prop 60 Investments (Pty)
Limited, the 49 percent shareholding’.

Renong were

25
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looking for ’judgment from Zuma’ as t o the party with
whom Renong should partner itself.

Khumalo a Shaik

were competing for the same interest in the Point
Development a t that point in time”.
And, M’Lord, that I derive and it’s I - it’s derived from the

5

documentation that follows.
“The letter indicates that Renong also required assistance
from Zuma in getting proposals for the success of
progression of the project”.
M’Lord, this exhibit that I refer to, is contained in Exhibit M.4,

10

0300037(?).

MR DOWNER
report?

The content is as you describe in the body of your

--- That’s correct, M’Lord, it‘s summarised in the body of the

report.
SQUIRES J And where was this retrieved from or obtained from? Do

15

you know? --- M’Lord, it was obtained, was attached to the affidavit

e

~

or statement made by Mr David Wilson and M’Lord will know DW.5
was the reference number in that instance.
Yes. Just remind me what that means? That’s Wilson?
DW is David Wilson No 5.

--20

Yes.

MR DOWNER Thank you. Will you continue.
“On

---

IO June 1996, Shaik wrot a k t t e r to Renong Berard

addressed t o its executive chairman. A person other than
Shaik appears t o have signed the letter.

In this letter

Renong Berard w a s thanked for the meeting that they

25
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held with Shaik and Sibiya(?) of Africon. It goes further
t o say that the meeting took place in the manner which
could reinstate positive and constructive relationships".
And in this instance, M'Lord, I refer to 03
This once again is an Nkobi document, is that correct?

---

5

That's correct, M'Lord.
"It would therefore appear that the discussion had neither

reached the point that a transaction had materialised, nor

e

that a transaction had been confirmed. Shaik confirmed
to Renong Berard the Nkobi Group's

interest and

10

willingness to acquire a 49 percent stake in the Point
Development.

It was further confirmed that this stake

was to include Sec Prop and other meaningful black
businesses in the region. He also expressed an interest
to increase the stake t o 60 percent as soon as it is

15

realisable. Shaik also expressed Nkobi Group's interest

0

in acquiring a 30 percent stake in the Hilton International

Hotel then under construction in Durban.
the executive chairman of a letter t o be sent
indicated that th
written

trust that given Renong Berard's

20

..

.I1

"That he trusts that

...'I.

--- "That he trusts", excuse me -

"He reminded the executive chairman of a letter t o be
sent t o Zuma and indicated that he trusts that given
Renong Berard's written confirmation and the combined
commitment, Shaik would be

25
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influence and accelerate the much awaited Point
Development. This letter sent to Zuma on 8 June 1996
by the executive chairman of Renong appears t o be the
letter referred to.

It appears that Shaik had reason to

believe that Zuma's influence would ensure that the share

5

of 49 percent or part thereof in the Point Development
would be allocated to the Nkobi Group of companies.
Zuma, in his capacity as Minister of Economic Affairs and

0

Tourism for the province of KwaZulu-Natal, wrote t o the
executive chairman of Renong on 31 October 1996".

10

M'Lord, and that letter is contained in 030026. M'Lord, I will locate
the second page of this letter and will file it, indicating the signature
of Zuma and I will inform the Court once it's updated.
SQUIRES J

This is also from Mr Wilson?

--- This was attached to

Mr Wilson's statement as DW.2, but it was obtained during the

15

searches of the Nkobi Group, the official searches and marked

a

801 1664.
Yes, I've just noticed that, yes.

MR DOWNER Thank you.
"The letter is caption
Durban'.

r

'Point Development Project,

20

In this letter Zuma refers to a letter dated

8 June 1996 in which it is apparent that Zuma was
requested to be of assistance 'to resolve matters
regarding suitable local parties to work with the
organisation on the Point Waterfront
assistance in accelerating the

Project

and

25
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this development project'".

SQUIRES J

Yes.

--- M'Lord, will also note on the third last

paragraph in that letter it's stated that "However, if you are unable t o meet with me in Durban
as proposed, I will welcome this meeting with a very

5

senior and trusted member of your organisation t o meet

with me".
"In this letter Zuma made mention of his role as both

a

National and Provincial Chairman of the ANC and as
result had been extremely busy in assuring the success

10
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e

wrote to Wilson on 26 November 1996 and referred to a
meeting held on 1 9 November 1996 regarding the Point
Development Project".
M'Lord, that letter is contained in 030038.

MR DOWNER Once again an Nkobi document?

--- That's correct,

5

M'Lord.
"He referred to another pro
Year t o discuss 'matters of the Point', and also other

e

common interests in the region.

He indicated that the

matters as regard the Point Development referred to,

10

were allegedly raised by Zuma with him and as a result
indicated his keen interest to meet with Wilson.
Acknowledgment of receipt of the aforementioned letter
was confirmed by return fax from Wilson on 7 December
1996 wherein he indicated that he intended travelling to
South Africa towards the end of January

a

15

1997.

Arrangements for the meeting would have been made at
a later date. On 20 January 1997 Wilson requested a
meeting t o take place at the end of January 1997 t o
discuss the Point Development and other matters".

20

M'Lord, it's 030039.
SQUIRES J

Yes, thank you.

MR DOWNER Also an Nkobi document? --- That's correct, M'Lord.
"We are in possession of minutes of a meeting that was
ostensibly held on 3 February 1997
M'Lord, that is cont

25
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s again just for the record, an Nkobi documents.

--- That's

correct, M'Lord.
haik opened the meeting by apologising for the fact
Zuma was then al
t o see Wilson. We are not able t o identify any

5

detailing the outcome of this meeting.
owever, w e are aware that the intend

meeting was

have taken place between Wilson and the
anaging director of Renong Overseas Corporation, Shaik
Zuma.

We are informed

10

eeting will be led in court. Discussions between Zuma
nd Wilson during the meeting with Shaik on 3 February

4

detailed below, provides some insight in the

atters addressed during the alleged meeting with Zuma.

In essence, the meeting revolved around discussion on

15

t i e allocation of shareholding in the Point Development
F'roject.

It is not our intention t o provide a complete

summary of discussions that took place during the
meeting.

The salient features of the discussions that

took place are noted in the context of this report. It is

20

however clear that the meeting was inconclusive and that
the points of discussion essenti l Y revolved around
distribution and the approval
percent interest in the Point Development Project. From
the record of t h meeting, it is apparent that Zuma was
iwolved in discussions prior to this meeting with the

25
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representatives of Renong in order to resolve the issue of
the distribution of the 49 percent interest.

It was

suggested by Shaik at the conclusion of the meeting that
another meeting was t o be set up with Zuma in o
discuss the matter again. In summary, the following was

5

discussed during the meeting held on 3 February 1997.
Shaik provided some background on other projects in
which the Nkobi Group were involved a t that point in

a

time and indicated, inter alia, t h a t they - w e assume he
referred to the Nkobi Group - had a 43 percent interest in

10

Thomsons SA. We could not find any evidence that the
Nkobi Group of Companies had a 43 percent interest in
any of the Thomson-CSF Group of Companies at that
point in time
SQUIRES J

...'I

"Any point in time".

"Any point in time".

--- Oh,

15

excuse me, M'Lord -

0

"... a t any point in time. Nkobi Investments we
issued 30 percent of the shares in Thomson-CSF. This
was the direct interest that the Nkobi Group had a t the
time.

The other shareholding in Thomson-CSF at that

20

point in time was an entity styled Thomson-CSF Holding
with the controlling sha

olding of 70 percent. A t the

same time 5 percent of the shares in Thomson-CSF
Holding were issued t

a Swiss registered corporation

styled Gestilac SA. This equates to a combined interest
of outside shareholding, both

d indirectly in

25
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Thomson-CSF of 33.5 percent. Nkobi Investments were
also issued 1 0 percent of the share capital in ThomsonCSF Holding which provided Nkobi Group a
Holding. In other words it is 1 0 percent of 7 0 percent.
The statement made by Shaik in this meeting that a

5

4 3 percent shareholding allege to have been vested in
Thomson-CSF could be the maximum o 37,5 percent,
i.e. 30 percent direct interest in Thoms
percent indirect interest via shareholding in ThomsonCSF

..."

10

And, M'Lord, if one adds the indirect shareholding that Gestilac SA
had in Thomson-CSF, a maximum of 41 percent is derived. This is
now if one can assume that - or if one can allege that Gestilac
represent - was represented by - or represented the Nkobi Group
interest. There will be in the latter parts of the report also quotes in

15

this regard but, M'Lord, it is inclusive and it's just an attempt to
reconstruct the facts as they were presented t o me at - d
meeting. I continue on page 82, the first bullet.
"Shaik indicated during the meeting of 3 February 1997

that the foreign partners did not understand that Bfack

20

Empowerment meant coloured, Asian, black and that he,
Shaik, falls within the realm of Black Empowerment. The
instruction from Zuma was to broker a value or
percentage split in that Wilson would have to present it
t o the chairman of Renong. He hoped to agree to the
value and asking Zuma 'how m

25
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4

ch does Nkobi take on‘. We
are not able to determine the identity of the entity
referred to as the company from the North.

ikon

pointed out that he was not involved in the project before

5

1995 and he did not know what was undertaken prior t o
that.

Shaik noted that the spirit of the understanding

some 3 years prior to the date of the meeting, was not
captured in the document. Wilson indicated that Renong

0

realised that the success of projects of this nature were

IO

dependant on the human factor quoted and that, as a
result, they were insistent that the approval was granted
by Zuma in writing due thereto that ’he does not know
who to trust’. Wilson confirmed his understanding that

.L

Shaik expressed interest in sharing in some Renong
projects

in South Africa,

in

particular the

Point

15

Development and the Hilton Hotel development and it
was clear from discussion with Zuma t h a t he, Zuma, was
‘concerned about the structure of the Point Development
Project,

in particular the 49 percent empowerment

portion in the project’.
Zuma

that

the

He indicated that he assured

project

was

open

to

all

20

black

empowerment companies as well as the IFP and after
proceeding discussion with other members of the joint
venture, Wilson indicated that the members of the joint
venture desired t o be involved i
importance of the discussion matter.

Nkobi, hence the

25
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d

It was also stated by Wilson that it would be imperative

t o obtain a statement from Zuma to the effect that he
was happy with the distribution of the 49 percent interest
in the Point Development.

Renong had t o remain

uninvolved in the 49 percent interest and the would not

5

move forward in the Point Development until Zuma
indicated that he was happy with the distribution of the

49 percent interest. Zuma allegedly indicated that the

a

entity that holds the shares in the Point Development is
called Vulindlela.

As regard to the distribution of the

10

49 percent, Shaik wanted t o know whether Vulindlela
made any references to the handling of investments of

the ANC and in this context, it is noted that the ANC's
interest in the Point Development was non
because, as he mentioned, Vulindlela and others do not

15

run the ANC. Shaik was of the view that the reason to

e

meet was to establish equity under the instructions of
Zuma and that he stated that Zuma never mentioned the
name of Vulindlela. Shaik allegedly wanted a four party
involvement and indicated that Nkobi did not want t o be

20

the majority party as they have other interests. They do
not want t o be the minority party

..."

---

"Also did not want to be

...'I.

".., also did not want to

be the minority party. Wilson

was of the view that 7 0 percent of the 49 percent had t o
be open to public and at least half of th

25
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"

place, mention was made during the meeting that they
had t o leave it up to Zuma, who wanted to co-operate

with all the black businesses and t o ensure that the IFP
was involved.

The chairman of Renong, stated that

Renong were of the opinion that Renong had 'political
obligations' as regards the Hilton Hotel. Shaik enquired
whether Wilson would attend a meeting with Zuma.
Shaik proposed that Bheka attended the meeting with
Zuma. Wilson indicated t h a t he would want to meet with

"I)

Zuma to clarify the 49 percent allocation in Point

Vulindlela to be present".

page 3, which is in Exhibit H.

2.5? --- 2.5, M'Lord.
Yes, thank you.

e

MR DOWNER

This is another project unrelated to the Point

Development. Is that correct? Perhaps I can conclude on the Point
Development first before w e go on

...[intervention] ---

Excuse me,

M'Lord, ja, and this is another project, it's not related to the Point
Development, ja.

If we may just return to the exhibit, the minutes of the meeting
which begin at 030027, it appears that as we've seen previously, at
the top of the minute there's a note, "File Point Development letter".

--- That's correct, M'Lord.

1
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"

course of the minutes, by hand.
SQUIRES J What document are you looking at, Mr Downer?
MR DOWNER M'Lord, 030027. That is t

that Mr Van der Walt
SQUIRES J

s just documented.

Yes.

MR DOWNER

5

This is an Nkobi documents and it appears that - I

don't know if it's common cause that Mr Shaik has writte
"File Point Development letter".

e

SQUIRES J

Yes.

MR DOWNER

And then there are some amendments made in the

10

course of the - in the body of the minutes, that's page 003 1,03003 1,
and then also on the next page, 0
Mr Van der Walt?

032.

Do you confirm that,

--- That's correct, M'Lord.

SQUIRES J So what does the amendment on 0031 read at the very
bottom penultimate paragraph? " SS, he is clearly

..

.I1

...[intervention]

15

--- "Clearly not happy".

0

"And has our
the rest? --- J a

...'I

what? Ruling(?) matter{?). Can you decipher

...[incomplete].

" A meeting"?

MR VAN ZYL M'Lord, may I assist. It reads it's a "plus" - "Plus thus

20

meeting", "He is clearly not happy and thus this meeting", but it's a
plus sign.
SQUIRES J All right, thank you. Thank you, Mr Van Zyl.

MR DOWNER "He is clearly not happy and thus I need to thank you

...[indistinct]".
MR VAN ZYL Yes.

25
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J

MR DOWNER Thank you. Could you now get on to the conclusion
of the point. --- M'Lord, the conclusion, page 84, paragraph 10.2.3,
"Conclusion on the Point Development Project and Hilton Hotel in
Durban

'I.

"There are no indications that any of the discussions and

5

meetings held actually led to the Nkobi Group acquiring
an interest in the Point Development Project and Hilton
Hotel in Durban. We could not locate any information

e

and documents relevant to the issue and despite a
detailed analysis of the financial information, could not

10

identify any revenue and/or shareholding that could relate
t o the confirmation of a transaction on commercial terms.
As a result it would be fair to conclude that the

relationship between Nkobi Group of Companies and
Renong terminated at approximately 3 February 1997
insofar as the Point Development is concerned.

a

15

It is

evident from the information a t our disposal that these
were some of the first projects that were considered by
Shaik in his capacity as the representative in the Nkobi
Group of Companies.

Documentation indicates that

20

Zuma attempted to assist involving the Nkobi Group as
part of shareholding in the Point Development.

This

occurred from approximately June 1996 nwards. Shaik
ostensibly referred to the approval of the composition of
the shareholders by Zuma during his negotiations with
Renong. Payments made by the Nkobi Group or

25

c

